ABSTRACT. In this paper we consider a question about reflexivity of a Banach space within the framework of Bishop's constructive mathematics and we give a partially affirmative answer to the question set by Bishop: "Is every uniformly convex Banach space reflexive?".
In this paper we consider a question about reflexivity of a Banach space. Classically, the question has an answer that every uniformly convex Banach space is reflexive; see [6, Theorem 8.2.1; 7, Theorem V.2.2]. However, within the framework of Bishop's constructive mathematics, the question is more sensitive, because, for a bounded linear functional / on a normed linear space E, the norm 11/11 =sup{|/(z)|:xe£,||z||<l} does not always exist and hence we cannot treat the dual space E* of E as classically. In particular, we do not know that the set E' C E* of normable linear functionals (i.e. linear functionals whose norms exist) on E is a linear space. Therefore Bishop called a Banach space E reflexive if (A) E' is closed with respect to addition, that is, E' is a linear space; (B) every normable linear functional on E' is of the form / *-* f(xo) for some xo in E, and set a question: "Is every uniformly convex Banach space reflexive?" ; see [1, p. 295; 2, p. 393] and, for the foundations of constructive mathematics, see [1, 2, 3, 4] . The main result (Theorem 2) of the present paper gives the question a partially affirmative answer: every uniformly convex complete normed linear space which satisfies the condition (A) is reflexive, that is, the condition (B) holds.
Let F denote either the real or the complex number field and let E be a normed linear space over F. Then E is said to be uniformly convex if for each £ > 0 there exists ¿(e) > 0, called the modulus of convexity of E, such that for each x,y G E with ||x|| < 1 and ||y|| < 1, We begin with the following lemma which plays a crucial role in the proof of theorem. THEOREM l. Let E be a normed linear space over F which satisfies the condition (A) and let M be a positive number. Suppose that fi,-..,fn <*re în F' and ci,..., c" are in F. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) For each e > 0 there exists xq in E such that \\x0\\ < M+£ and \fk(xo)-Ck\ < £ for k=l,...,n; (2) IXX=i xkCk\ < -M||X;£=1 Afc/fc|| for every Xx,...,Xn inF.
PROOF. If (l) holds, then for each e > 0 there exists x0 in E such that ||xo|| < M + £ and \fk(xo) -Ck\ < £ îor k = 1,... ,n. It follows that for any Ai,..., A" in F we have In the latter case, applying the above procedure with /o = //||/||, we have a vector
yo G E such that \\y0\\ = 1 and fn(yo) = F0(/n) for n = 0,1,-Suppose that n = ||xo-2/o|| > 0. Then we have ||(a:o+Ito)/2|| < l-6(n), so ||i0+íto|| < 2(1-¿(tj)). Then {zn} is a Cauchy sequence which satisfies | ||z"|| -||F|| | < 1/n and \f(zn) -Fif)\ < 11/11/« for all / in E'. Let z0 be the limit of {zn}. Then poll = ||F|| and f{zo) = F(f) for all f G E'. D
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